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Markov Processes with Creation of Mass-Redefinition 
and Decomposition Theorem 
TALIQA LEVIATAN 
The paper redefines Markov processes nlth a random starting tirnc (MPCX) 
in a more general way so as to remove an aesthetic defect of the former 
definition. The process i-U,, Ft : t L 0: nas formally defined on a n-finite 
measure space (9, .F, P,) (: \ tn the state space) but the dependaxe of P, 
upon .Y did not have a probabilistic meanmg. . Also the former constr.uction used 
;I crution measure +,% in which the dependence of $I~ upon “2: is eren less 
meaningful. The reason N appeared in the definition was because of applications 
to perturbation theory of RIarkov process. The new definition and rxistence 
proof give a wider class of MPCA. The prnrcsscs obtained in perturbation 
theory constitute only a subclass of it. 
A decomposition of MPCA into Mar-kox- processes ill the usuai sensr, 
according to a “starting time measure,” in aIs given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with processes having both random starting time 
and annihilation time. The notion of a random annihilation time 
(killing time) has already been put into the general definition of 
Markov processes (Blumenthal and Getoor [I]). Adding the notion 
of a random annihilation time (called the lifetime of a particle) to the 
definition of a Markov process did not cause any mathematical 
difficulties, since from the point of view of the associated semigroups 
we still have a sub-Markov transition function, only smaller than the 
original semigroup. Thus to obtain a Markov semigroup one has only 
to add another state A, called the annihilation state, to the original 
state space and extend the semigroup to a Markovian one and then use 
the standard Kolmogorov theorem to construct the corresponding 
process. 
On the other hand, adding a random creation time, which amounts 
again to adding a creation state to the state space, increases the 
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probabilities. ‘Thus one has to deal with semigroups which are not 
necessarily contractions, or equivalently with measures which are 
not probabilities. The purpose of this paper is to give a definition 
of such a process which will be more general and more natural than 
previous definitions (see [3, 51). A n existence proof will be given. :Z 
decomposition theorem (suggested by Dynkin [2]) of such processes 
into Markov processes in the usual sense will be given. This decom- 
position is related to the theory of entrance and exit spaces as given by 
Dynkin [2]. 
2. GENERAL DEFINITIOK ANL) EXISTENCE PROOF 
We will first give the general definition and indicate an existence 
proof, and then see how it differs from previous definitions. 
DEFINTION. Let 7’ 1 [0, co]. Let (E, 6) be a measurable space. 
Let d, V be two points not in E. Let (E,, 8,) (or ET,, , c?~,,) be 
a measurable space obtained by adjoining the point (points) V (d and 
V) to the space (E, 6) as isolated points. Let (Q, 9) be a measurable 
space with an increasing family {Fl: t > O> of o-subalgebras of 9. 
For each t E T let ed be a measurable map from (.Q, 9[) to (Ec,~, Gr,,J 
satisfying tl(w) == d (e!(w) :: V) implies f,(w) = n for s < t 
(e,<(w) = V for s > t). Let S(W) -~= inf{t: tf(w) E ET], 
and assume tacw,(w) E ET , fs(,,,,(w) --_ V. For each t E T let Bt be a map 
on s2 satisfying et 0 O~q = f,?., 1 , S, t E T. Let P,(*, e), t E T be a Markov 
transition function on Eo ,X 6’~ satisfying P,(V, -4) =- Xv(A), 
P,(x, ET) I= 1, x E E. Let P be a measure on (Sz, <9) satisfying 
P(f,(o~) E Er) : P(a -: t) -.a: co, t E T and P(el(w) =I d, t E T) ~= 0. 
Then (Q, 9, Fi, g, , Bt, P) is called a Markov process with creation 
of mass (MPCA) if the following Markov property holds for every 
AEc?vs,tET. 
Notice that for a fixed transition function there can be more than one 
measure P satisfying these conditions. Denote by .9 the collection 
of all such measures, i.e., the collection of all MPC4 having transition 
function P, , t E 1‘. 
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-4 measure P E .9 is specified once we give its marginal distributions 
Qt, t E T, where Q,(A) = P(tt E A) for A E Bv . Notice that for the 
special case where Q(O) = 0 and f,(w) = x (a.e. P) we get Q,(A) = 
P,(x, A), i.e., the marginal distribution and the transition function 
coincide and we get a M.P in the usual sense. 
Previous definitions of a MPCA [3, 51 differ from this one only by 
the fact that, following the definition of MP with a fixed starting 
time, a MPCA was defined as a family of measures P, , x E Ec; , 
each satisfying (MP). The problem with these definitions is twofold. 
First, in the case of normal Markov processes with a fixed starting 
time, under P, the particle starts its motion at the state x (a.e. P.J. 
But in the definition of a MPCA the dependence of P, upon x is not at 
all clear; it certainly is not the initial position of a particle in the state 
space. Also, in the existence proof of [3] the author constructs for 
every transition function P, , t E 7’, and every so-called creation 
measure +,(ds, dy) a MPCA for which $,r(d~, dy) should indicate the 
“probability” that the particle starts its motion from state dy at the 
time cls. Here the dependence of +,c upon x is even less clear. On the 
other hand, in [3] only a subclass of 9 was constructed, namely those 
P E 9 that do not allow creation at t 7 0 to take place at a point 
other than X. Indeed $, (J4 x (0)) = 0 (with state space J4) implies 
Pz([,t t d) : Pr,iOi(A) -=-. PO(x, A) L--Y X/~(X). The existence proof 
indicated here is good for any process P E 9. 
~'HEOHEM 2.1. Let P, , t E T, be a Markov transition function on 
EY x XV. Let Q,, t 3 0, be a family sf finite measures on Eo satisfying 
(11+,< > (Ila,Pt , s, t E 7‘. Then there exists a (unique) MPCX P E 9 
satisLj%zg P(t, E A) = Q,(A); i.e., having P, , t E T, as its transition 
function and 0, , t E T, as marginal distributions. 
Proof. Let pt(X, iz) :-:: Q,(A) for each .X E ET in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 in [5]. 
3. DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
We are going to decompose each process P E B into Markov 
processes having a fixed starting time. The mixing measure will 
turn out to be just the distribution of the random starting time R. 
Let us assume that E is a locally compact space with a countable base 
and 8 its Bore1 sets. 
For each r E T let Yp, be the subclass of 9 consisting of those P E Y 
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satisfying P(g + T) = 0, P(, = y) = 1. A process P E @T is specified 
once we give its marginal distribution at r, g,(A) = P(& F A) which is 
a probability (Q,(Ev) = 1) measure representing the distribution of the 
initial position of a particle in ET . Indeed for any t + 0, is 
determined by 
Let P E 9’ have a random starting time U. a and ft , for each t E 7’, 
are both random variables on (Sz, 9, P). Let us denote by .S’ the 
o-algebra of Bore1 sets of 7’ :: [0, ~1. Define a measure P on (T, 3) 
by p(B) -= P(a: E B). C onsider, further, for each Y, t E 1’ the condi- 
tional probability Pr(t, E A) =:: P(tt E A I CY :~: Y). For any ,-2 t (4’~ 
this is a .#-measurable function satisfying 
for all B E 2, P’ can be chosen so that 0 < P(<, E A / 01 = Y) < I and 
for Y ‘; t, P(‘$, E A i a = Y) _- 0 ( a.e. on E’). Moreover, since <, is a 
random variable with values in a complete separable metric space P’ 
can be chosen to be a regular conditional probability. Similarly, we 
can define for each t, ’ ... <. : t, , 
For each fixed r, Pr can be extended uniquely to a probability measure 
on (Q, 9). 
LmmA 3.1. The measure P’ defined abore belongs to 9,. . 
Proof. Let us first shovl. P” E P; i.e., satisfies (MP), for each 
il E 8, s, t t 7’: 
Clearly, for s .-.: Y, P+ -:: 3) = 0 and we only have to consider s 1- Y. 
But 
by (M.P) for P and by the fact that A E z. n {N = ~1 implies 
A E R n [X < s). P’ obviously satisfies the conditions Py(y ./- Y) 
P$Y : Y) = 1; thus P’ E 9Jy. 
0, 
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THEOREM 3.2. Every MPCA P E d with a random starting time Lx 
can be decomposed uniquely to MPCA’s having a $xed starting time via 
P = Jr Pr dF(r), where P’ E 9,. andF(r) = P(w < r). 
Proof. Let Pr, p be defined as in Lemma 3.1. ‘Then by definition, 
1’ Z+l) dP == 1 P(A ~~=Y)dP=P(An(a:~B}) for BE.99,flE.F. 
B ‘B 
Thus for B = [0, ozo], Jr P’(A) dF(r) = P(A) for each ‘4 E -F-, where 
by Lemma 3.1, P’ E 9, . 
‘l’he processes Pr E Yr have a fixed starting time but their initial 
position in E-r is stilt random. Since we have assumed in the definition 
of a RIPCA that t,(,)(w) E EV we can decompose Pr according to the 
initial position in ET as follows. 
where Y,’ is defined by P,’ E Yp, and PUr(tr E A) : x,(A) for il E ET . 
For by definition, for any /l = [t,, E A, ,..., tr,, t’ -4,,), Y _: f, . ... x: t, , 
we have 
PV,, E -4, ,...) &, E a,) 
P’(C, E E, I Lfi, E A, ,..., El, E -L) 
j- ... f Ptl-h., (h) .” pt,,-t,,&n-l , (iY?J O@Y) = J ~vT4 O,.VY). 
Combining Theorem 3.2 and the above we get 
'1'~~0REni 3.3. Every MPCA P E Y can. be decomposed uniquely 
into Mtrrkow processes having both a fixed starting time and a jixed 
i&t&l position as follozcs. P(A) : Jy JEV P?;(A) y(dy, dr), where the 
“creation measure” v(dy, dr) satisfies ~(EG >: [0, t]) -: a for all t E T. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, P(A) = j’,” P’(A) dF(r). Let (J[, t 3 0, be 
the marginal distribution of P’, namely Q,‘(A) = P([, E A,‘ol = r). 
Then P’(A) = JEV P,‘(A) Q,‘(dy). Letting q(dy, dr) = Q,.‘(dy) dF(y), 
we obtain the required decomposition. Furthermore, 
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